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Surgically Clean Air® JADE Air Purifier
A-dec and Surgically Clean Air are partnering to bring you the JADE Air Purifier. With six stages 
of filtration technology, JADE is one of the world’s most advanced stand-alone air purifiers. Now, 
knowing there’s another level of reassurance in every operatory, your patients and staff can 
breathe a bit easier. 

JADE™ doesn’t just filter pollutants, 
it deactivates them. 

LOW OPERATING COST 
Low energy usage makes JADE an 
affordable air purifying solution.

LARGE CAPACITY AIRFLOW 
Cleans and purifies up to 2,000 
cubic feet, with six air changes 
per hour.

ULTRA QUIET 
Sound-dampening design keeps 
decibel levels softer than normal 
conversation.

ROBUST TECHNOLOGY 
Multiple distinct stages filter, 
clean and re-energize indoor air.



Surgically Clean Air, Jade, Hepa-Rx, and the six square logo design are trademarks or registered trademarks of Surgically Clean Air, Inc. in the US and other countries.
JADE air purifier is not available in all countries. Check with your authorized A-dec dealer for availability. 
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Surgically Clean Air JADE Air Purifier

FEATURES

▪ Monitors and displays air quality and particulate levels in real time.  

▪ Prevents potential cross-contamination with touchless controls.  

▪ Removes up to 99.998% of viruses, toxins, pollutants and airborne pathogens.

▪ Re-energizes air using ionic technology. 

▪ Minimizes facility odors using activated carbon filter.

Product Size (HxD) Weight Sound Air Flow  (CFM) A-dec Part Number 

JADE Air Purifier - White
33.5" x 12" 30.6 lbs.

Low:  <40 dB(A)
Medium:  43 dB(A)
High:  48 dB(A)
Turbo:  55 dB(A)

Low:  153
Medium:  230
High:  312
Turbo:  406

54.0789.00

JADE Air Purifier - Black 54.0789.01

Comes with 1x HEPA-Rx™ filter, 1x activated carbon filter and 1x UV-C+ bulb

Replacement Parts A-dec Part Number

HEPA-Rx filter Purchasing replacements from your authorized A-dec dealer will ensure that you continue using 
ultrafine particulate HEPA filters that perform to H13-H14 standards, and UV-C+ bulbs that are 
'zero ozone emission products' which emit ozone less than 0.005 ppm (5 ppb). 

90.1798.00

Activated carbon filter 90.1800.00

UV-C+ bulb 90.1802.00

HEPA-Rx filter Activated carbon filter UV-C+ bulb

For more information visit a-dec.com/cleanair.

Need to order JADE replacement filters or bulbs? 
Contact your authorized A-dec dealer. 

Your JADE Air Purifier is easy to set up and  
easy to use. Scan the code to get started:


